Smalley Exercise Guide #1 – 27, 29 & 31

Lesson 31 – Clicks

31.1 – Demonstration Only
• Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

31.2 – Differentiation – Ejective/Glottalized or Click?
• This one may be very difficult! – Don’t worry!
• Label below as either G (Ejective/Glottalized) or C (Click)
  1. ___________________
  2. ___________________
  3. ___________________
  4. ___________________
  5. ___________________
  6. ___________________
  7. ___________________
  8. ___________________
  9. ___________________
 10. ___________________
 11. ___________________
 12. ___________________
 13. ___________________
 14. ___________________
 15. ___________________

31.3 – Differentiation – Implosive or Click?
• This one may be very difficult! – Don’t worry!
• Label below as either I (Implosive) or C (Click)
  1. ___________________
  2. ___________________
  3. ___________________
  4. ___________________
  5. ___________________
  6. ___________________
  7. ___________________
  8. ___________________
  9. ___________________
 10. ___________________
 11. ___________________
 12. ___________________
 13. ___________________
 14. ___________________
 15. ___________________

31.7 Mimicry
• Listening and repeating only – nothing to write
**Optional**

31.8 Mimicry – Nasalized Clicks
- For extra practice in forming nasalized clicks
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

31.15 Differential: Click or Implosive?
- This one may be very difficult! – Don’t worry!
- Label below as either I (Implosive) or C (Click)
  1. ________________
  2. ________________
  3. ________________
  4. ________________
  5. ________________
  6. ________________
  7. ________________
  8. ________________
  9. ________________
  10. ______________
  11. ________________
  12. ________________

31.18 Click Mimicry
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

31.19 Zulu Song Mimicry
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

31.20 Zulu Click Mimicry
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

---

**Lesson 27 – Implosives**

27.1 – Implosive Demonstration
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

27.2 – Discrimination – Same or Different?
- This one is tricky – you will here two words – is it the same word repeated twice or two different words?
- Write S for Same, D for Different
  1. a. ________________ b. ________________
  2. a. ________________ b. ________________
  3. a. ________________ b. ________________
  4. a. ________________ b. ________________
  5. a. ________________ b. ________________
  6. a. ________________ b. ________________
  7. a. ________________ b. ________________
  8. a. ________________ b. ________________
  9. a. ________________ b. ________________
  10. a. ________________ b. ________________
  11. a. ________________ b. ________________
  12. a. ________________ b. ________________
  13. a. ________________ b. ________________
27.3 Differential – Implosive or no?
- This one may be very difficult! – Don’t worry!
- Label below as either I (Implosive) or N (No)
  1. ____________________
  2. ____________________
  3. ____________________
  4. ____________________
  5. ____________________
  6. ____________________
  7. ____________________
  8. ____________________
  9. ____________________
  10. ____________________
  11. ____________________
  12. ____________________

27.6 Practice - Implosives
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

27.7 Mimicry – Implosives
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

Optional
27.10-27.13 Kaka Mimicry – Implosives
- For extra practice in forming implosives
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

Lesson 29 – Glottalized Consonants (Ejectives)
(Smalley uses “glottalized” for ejectives throughout his text)

29.2 Discrimination – Same or Different?
- This one is tricky – you will hear two words – is it the same word repeated twice or two different words?
- Write S for Same, D for Different
  1. ____________________
  2. ____________________
  3. ____________________
  4. ____________________
  5. ____________________
  6. ____________________
  7. ____________________
  8. ____________________
  9. ____________________
  10. ____________________
  11. ____________________
  12. ____________________
29.3 Discrimination – Implosive or Glottalized (Ejective)?
- Write I for Implosive, G for Glottalized (Ejective)
  1. ______________________
  2. ______________________
  3. ______________________
  4. ______________________
  5. ______________________
  6. ______________________
  7. ______________________
  8. ______________________
  9. ______________________
  10. ______________________
  11. ______________________
  12. ______________________

29.4 Practice: Glottalized Consonants
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write

29.5 Mimicry: Glottalized Consonants
- Listening and repeating only – nothing to write